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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments

Discuss impacts on Wilshire from removal
of the I-405 off ramp at Montana. Would
like all impacts discussed starting 2012, not
2020. Explain how bus lane improvements
have been integrated with future
improvements to the 405.
Lack of north/south transit modes will
restrict car users from switching to busses.
Believes restriping could be completed first.

X

X

X

Review interaction with the ATCS system.
Requests full compliance with NEPA if
federal funds are used.

Analyze the benefits and adverse impacts if
the dedicated bus lane were to end at the
east end of Beverly Hills. Study alternative
that implements a bus lane westbound
during morning rush hour and eastbound
during the evening rush hour only.

X
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X

X

X

Other Comments
Park Mile Specific Plan Area is an
appropriate 1.4 mile stretch to test
dedicated bus lanes. Would not like a
station at Wilshire and Bronson-Lorraine
(Crenshaw).

X
Would like to see extension of subway and
purple line to the ocean.

X
Asks for better coordination between the
various transit projects’ meetings.

X

X
Would like to know when the EIA is
complete.
Prefers full-time bus only lane.

X
Would like to be notified about availability
of project EA.
Prefers full-time bus only lane.

Blank email.

the Park Mile portion of Wilshire.
Asks for more time on microphone.

X
X Supports implementation of the project in

X

Would like to see additional bus lanes from
downtown to Santa Monica.
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X
Other Comments
Would like to know where these people
live.
Would like to see bus routes running
north/south not just east/west.
Would prefer to see a subway built.
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

associated with traffic.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Project would reduce anger and stress

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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Imid Darkhorsley
Genario Rios
Rosa Rivera
Jennifer Mojica
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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Commentor
Kenn Scott
Mica Frary
Victoria Mendoza
Blanca Rosa
Roaslio Martinez
Jason Fraser
Mario Morales
Bobby Eliot
Irma Perez
Juan Javier Odolfo
Francisca Porchas
(Bus Riders
Union)

Erin Steva
(Calpirg)
Blake Fan
Maria Perales
Alex Vance
Steven Coffman
Charlisa Hentley
Mecole Jeffran
Steve Lorenzana
Parveen Arvantes
Aaron Garcia
Melvin Payne Jr.
Shaulin Sley
Nicolas Beckman
Kevin Y
Ryan Silver
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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Commentor
Diana Cignoni
Scott Kim
Firoz Rahasman
Nigel Davis
Jerry Sinclair
Jose Aguilar
Nick Stein
Ossman Jibail
Monica Lab
Talor Williams
Jaslyn Armstrong
Romel Shaheed
Livon Ghermez
Derrick Sanchez
Josh Golriz
Keynan Moradian
Andrea Gonzalez
Alex Shekhter
Sandra Jimenez
Fei Xu
Sonia Pompa
Marco Pineda
Alejandra
Martinez
Mayra Reyna
Samuel Rodriguez
Jose Rodriguez
Alberto Jimenez
Silvia Chao
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )
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Commentor
Sandra Rivera
Sonia Angueta
Willie J.
Daniel Gravel
Dontae Harris
B. Beckett
Paul Wily
Velma Gay
Zenaido
Carmen Alvarado
Rafael Garcia
Santos Roque
Sebastian
Jeronimo
Lester Callado
Carmen
Fernandez
Felipe Casas
Angela Moreno
Norman Fisher
Armando Herrera
Matias Ocana
Hector Reyes
Moises Batres
Hector Moreno
Enrique Cornejo
Rosa Conde
Matthew
Rogoven
Elva Flores
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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Commentor
Juan Lopez
Lorenzo Arroyo
Walter Armos
Ailso Featherly
David Hernandez
Oscar Rojas
Tom Shishmanian
Eric Perez
Daniel León
Patrick
Schuchardt
Jovanna
Hernandez
Josefa Moran
Victor Acuna
Adriana G.
Edgardo Alzara
Santos Aceytuno
Fernando Apanda
Frank Dixon
Araceli Martinez
Peter Rhee
Martha Martinez
Errol Smith
Jeff Peeh
Jose Reyes
Miguel Oliva
Jose Perez

Laura Armas
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )
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Commentor
Gustavo
Hernandez
Manuel Navarette
Rita E.
Reina Ardinta
Susan Peacock
Melita Salazar
Rosalba Fierros
Jose Lopez
Jose Lopez
Elber Linares
Sandra Gonzalez
Todd
Rodenberger
Iuvencio Vasquez
Ayleen Shresfle
Antonio Herrera
Travis Stegora
Jorge Lopez
Neny Coban
Jannie
Melchezede
Jorge
Miguel Marquez
Celso Juarez
Betty Owens
Fidel Rojas
Toampaha
Anderson
Erika Cordova
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )
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Commentor
Joe Walker
Genaro Peroval
Alexis Torres
Agnes Calderon
Keenan Thomas
Priscilla Rodriguez
Carlos Vazquez
Jose Barrera
Jose Ordoñez
Laura Leonardo
Jose Luis Vargas
Leonardo
Villanueva
Francisco Juárez
Silvia Martinez
Charles Stam
Victor Garcia
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Rosalia Sosa
Fernando
Hernandez
Oscar Eurgar
Pearl Moran
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X Would like to see north/south bus routes as

Ana Perez
Michelle
Mark Burns
Miriam Morgado
Marco Rodriguez
Manuela
Tlatenchi
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

hours.

X
X
X
X Would like to see more buses during peak

X
X

well as east/west.
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Zoila Perez
Scarlet Yang
Adrian T.B.
Lilian Alonzo
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Gladis Aviles
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X
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X

X
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X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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X

X
X

X

X

Kent Strumpell
Margaret Sowma

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X
Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
Intensification of traffic will push slower car
traffic onto 6th and 8th streets east of
Fairfax, and in turn make biking on those
streets more hazardous.
Would like to see development of a subway
first or doulble-decking of Wilshire.

X
X Would like to see a stop on Wilshire and

X Reduction in accidents and traffic jams.
X

Wilton.

X
X Believes that frequent service, a pleasant
atmosphere, walkable/bikeable amenities
when exiting the bus, and good design
would get more people to use the bus.

X
X
X
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Jose Ceja
Korean can’t read
Kang Soon Ko
Korean can’t read
Flores Yung Suk
Korean can’t read
Korean can’t read
Katty Yi
Korean can’t read
Lee Kyung Sik
Korean can’t read
Ana Garcia
Monge Morgue
Heby Orozco
Janaye Sallee
Korean can’t read
Kwang Sook Park
Korean can’t read
Willie Kong
Korean can’t read
Korean can’t read
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Korean can’t read
Jose Alvarez
Chante Nesbitt
Carlos

April 2010

X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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George Carpio
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Korean can’t read
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Korean can’t read
Donald Lee
Korean can’t read
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Korean can’t read
Yohgo Kim
Korean can’t read
JD Olloi
Korean can’t read
Hee Joo Yoon
Korean can’t read
Korean can’t read
Patricia McGraw
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Korean can’t read
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Korean can’t read
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April 2010

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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John Walsh
Shirley Collins
David Melendez
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Khai Nguyen
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April 2010
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X

X
X

X

X
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS
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X
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X
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Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )
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Griselda Diaz
Genaro Vazquez
Gregory Williams
Antonio
Manuel Avenade
Joseph
Pratazynski
Duyen Tran
Alvaro Sanchez
Amanda Alvarez
(Calpirg)
Mehdi Buhadori
Gabriela Gutierrez
Tyler Knox
Julian Petrohlos
Glynnis Hokenson

Colleen Heider
Cristi Earnshaw

April 2010

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Other Comments
Project will make Wilshire more bikefriendly.

X
X
X
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Commentor
Natalie Poston
Cristina Quiñones
Bryan Tucker
Laura Simanonok
Selly (unclear)pg.
13
Jordan Brady
Isis Enriquez
Margaret Howe
Cameron Quinn
Natasha
Gorodnitsui
Michael Jacobo
Gui Shiqiao
Chen Jiug
Unclear pg. 22
Erez Miller
Carla Orendorff
Elsa Dannerstedt
Deniz Askin
Eric Nissen
Avery Roper
Bharath
Tripuraneni
Aaron Colon
Yolanda Torres
Peter Cuzul
Jarrer Lombard
Ricardo Henriquez
James Acosta

April 2010
Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
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X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Other Comments
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Commentor
Cesar Acosta
Charlene Avila
Kyle Szesnat
Lali Ramirez

April 2010
Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Would like buses available every 10

Sharouna Simhaei
Alex Chiang
Stephani Calderon
Felipe Carbonell
Kevin Zhang
Abhi Lalchandari
Billy Cho
John Liptow
Vince Sleum
Allisan Poland
Yenifer Galicia
Robert Railton
Yucheng Shi
Chyna Tucker
Sukeida Jones
Ashley Park
Emely Guevara
Elizabeth Naghien
Yasmine Noghrey
Samuel Correa

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Would like to see metro train from SMC

Jesse Ruiz
Phillip S.
Juan Lopez
Daniel Cristobal

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

minutes.

college to Union Station.
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Commentor
Sailki Seo
Elinton Gramajo
Sam Farrier
Tee Nava
Harvey Eder

Arron Baptist
Evelina Weary
Nick Finken
Unique Battle
Frank Osario
Sebastian Blanc
Marco Lopez
Julie Ann DriverJordan
Kevin Kurtzman
Gianne Carlo
Nolangan
Zaek Lopez
Johnnie Mollin
Blake Fan
Brian Rodysill
Xi (Lisa) Zhao
Ariana Verdu
David Christophe
Max Hoiland
Juliet Schwartz
Carson Chin
Susan
Guadamima

April 2010

X

X

X

X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Would like to see phasing out of natural gas

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Project would help with parking.
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Project would help reduce accidents.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

busses and switch to solar electric, solar
hydrogen or solar compressed air busses.
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Kyle Raines
Marina Tolchinsky
Fei Feir Long
Hanlin Jiang
Yvette Ferres
Eliana Mata
(calpirg)
Charles Edelsohn X

Debbie and
Howard
Nussbaum

Lee Jasperse
Max Miletich
Noah Roper

April 2010

X

Kent Strumpell
Yogi Hendlin
Alexander
Friedman

X

Allyson Pfeifer
Alyssa Curran
Caroline Spencer

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X

X

Other Comments

X
X
X
X
X
X
Believes the project should be delayed until
past errors are corrected and an accurate
cost/benefit/impact analysis is completed.
Does not agree with shift of responsibility in
implementing mitigation measures from
County to City.

X

X Landscaping should be significantly
improved along the entire length of Wilshire
Blvd.

X
X
Would like a study of traffic at signalized
intersection of Comstock Ave. and Wilshire.
Analyze effect of bicycle riders upon bus
speeds near universities. Would like to see
a Dash Bus linking Westwood Village and
Century City.
What will happen to traffic that leaves
Wilshire Blvd and travels into nearby
streets, where will they travel, and what will
be increase in local traffic?

X
X
X
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Commentor
Sean Carroll
Anthony Nigro
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Raul Rojas
Richard
Risemberg
Dorothy Le (Los
Angeles County
Bike Coalition)
Ken Alpern (CD 11 X
Transportation
Advisory

X

David Holtzman

X
X

Ivan Finkle
Jeffrey
Jacobberger

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Lily Chang

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Darrell Clarke

X
X

X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X

X

Owen Smith
Other Comments

X
Would prefer to see resources used for
extension of the subway along Wilshire.
Supports the "Project Alternative" and all of
its changes as specified on the map on page
13 of the "Wilshire BRT Presentation 10-509" PDF.
Would like EIR to acknowledge the presence
and significant role of San Vicente Blvd.
north of Federal Ave. Would like to see
impacts quantified. Would like to see a
hazards section in the EIR. EIR should
consider an alternative (or possibly,
mitigation) that takes the sidewalk widening
area from the north side of Wilshire instead.

X Would like EIR to be based on actual, not
theoretical, lane distribution of existing
traffic. Supports increased bike lanes and
amenities on Wilshire, and would like to
confirm the bus-only Lane would be
available to bicyclists.
Bus lanes on Wilshire between Normandie
Ave. and La Brea Ave. are undriveable.
Questions about timing and repaving of
Wilshire (no specifics).

X

X
X Jut-outs provide green space and a buffer
from traffic to the residents and pedestrians
around the neighborhood.

Would like to know if project can be
implemented in phases. Will carpools and
vanpools be able to use the lanes during offPage 25

Commentor
Committee)
Joshua Clayton

Nancy Lawrence
(testimony starts
here)
John Heidt
Reggie Streeter
Lauren Cole
Larry Taylor

James Meltzer

Sonissa Norman
Bryan Mavrido
Injoon Suh

April 2010

X

Paul Verdon

X
X

X
X

X

Erick Homiak
Hee Pok Kim
Ryan Snyder

X
X

X

X

X

Shepherd Petit
Stephen Smith
Alan Havens

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Alex Shams

X
X
X

X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Other Comments
peak hours?
Bus-only lanes are more practical and
beneficial in the long and short term than
subways.

X
X
X Would like to see higher capacity (double
door) buses used along Wilshire.
Address impacts of Santa Monica Big Blue
Bus, MTA Metro Rapid bus, and MTA Metro
Local line all operating along Wilshire. Bus
right-of-ways would be useful.
Project would lessen dependence on
foreign oil.

X
Would like Santa Monica/Big Blue Bus to
participate in project.

X
X
X Would like to see bus routes extended
through Westwood.
Believes very few people between
Comstock and Westwood Blvd. would use
the bus lanes.
Would prefer to see a 24-hour bus lane with
a grade/curb separation. Supports making
streets smaller and more pedestrian
friendly.

X
X
X The project would save in fuel costs as
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Commentor

April 2010

Rose Meltzer
Nicky Gewirtz
(Belmont Village
Westwood)
Morgan Wyenn
(Natural
Resources
Defense Council)
Channing
Martinez
Marlina Morris

Roxanne Stern
Joe Bayes

X

David Holender

X

Sam Vesterman

X

Sharon King
Jerome Brown
Matthew
Kroneberger
Sandy Brown

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

John Woodall

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

C. Lopez

X

X

X
X

X

Other Comments
buses would be moving, not idling.
Does not support the project. More services
are needed in East Los Angeles.

X

X

X
Concerned that not every building along
Wilshire Blvd in Westwood was not
contacted, specifically the Californian and
Carlisle.
Does not support the project. Believes
timing of traffic signals could improve traffic
flow at Westwood/Wilshire intersection.

X
X Would like to see protection for those
making right turns in front of the bus lane.
Concerned that buses will dart in and out of
the bus lane, or that the 920 and 720 will
get caught behind the 20.
Concern about project impacts being
unmitigable.

X
Same as letter (top).

X

X
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Commentor
Sunyoung Yang

Donna Currie
Joshua Clayton
Yung Ho Kim
Marvin Avalar
Cesar Chavez
Erin Steyva
Teh Sun Jon
John Bell
Joe Linton

April 2010

Inez Gelfand
Tracy Wolin
Colleen Callahan
Debbie Nussbaum
Charles Edelsohn X

Stephanie Taylor
Suzanne Ruta
Alan Havens

X
X

Juan Matuete

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Irving Pham
Caroline Spencer

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

X

Other Comments
Supports alternative to retain jut-outs from
Malcolm to Comstock. Reject alternatives
that don’t include the bus land from South
Parkview to Valencia and from Sepulveda to
Veteran.

X
X Would like to see bus routes linking Century

X
X
x
X

X
X Supports alternative to retain jut-outs.

City to Westwood to UCLA.
Believes an education campaign will be
needed to explain how auto drivers can
safely navigate across the bus lanes.

Supports the subway.

Would like Metro to increase the total
number of intersections included in the
traffic study. Supports alternative to retain
jut-outs.

X

X
X Would like to see buses designed for higher
capacity used along Wilshire Blvd.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Commentor
Francesca Portia

Michelle Sorkin
(City of Los
Angeles –
Department of
Planning)
Jacob Lieb (SCAG)

Elmer Alvarez
(Caltrans)

April 2010

Natasha Harold
Christopher
Guildemeister
State/Regional/Local Agencies
Gail Goldberg
(City of Los
Angeles –
Department of
Planning)

X
X

X
X

Rosario Mendiola
Maria Paz Hein
Rosa Miranda

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

X

Other Comments
Would like project to include the area from
Park View to Valencia.

X
X
X Would like to see detailed explanation of
potential reductions in ozone, particulate
matter, carbon monoxide, and car miles
traveled.

included in the EIR.

X
X Would like to see segment of Beverly Hills
The project should be consistent with all
applicable Community Plan areas and
Zoning Overlay Districts (Community Design
and Pedestrian Priority Areas). Would like to
avoid widening any City streets, look for
opportunities to maintain sidewalk widths.
EIR should examine alternatives such as
restriping existing right-of-way or modifying
sidewalk widths in a manner that would
minimize street widening.
Same as Gail Goldberg above.

Will review the Draft EIR/EA when it
becomes available for review. Requested
side by side comparison to identify where
the project is or is not consistent with
SCAG’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
and Compass Growth Visioning (CGV).
Would like to see a bus impact analysis
completed for the project. Discuss any
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Commentor

April 2010
Support the project

Project will help spur other BOLs throughout other major streets in LA

Project will reduce congestion and bus travel time/improve reliability (Chapter 2)

Project will help to increase transit use and reduce air pollution and green house
gasses. (Section 4.2)

Describe mitigation measures for parking, traffic/traffic management (Section 4.1)

Request to be added to notification list/project updates

Concern regarding project elements such as sidewalk, jut-out (tree), median, and auto
lane removal/restriping/signal priority timing (Chapter 2)

Scope of the project should exclude Westwood residential corridor/condo canyon area

Discuss LOS impacts to segments and intersections on adjacent roadways (Westwood
and west of 405) (Section 4.1)

Discuss impact on access to the 405 freeway/bottlenecking at 405 (Section 4.1)

Area west of the 405 freeway should be studied separately (Section 4.1)

Would like to retain jut-outs

Project impacts to traffic on north/south and east/west streets (Section 4.1)

Request that center lanes and stations/ dedicated bike lanes/shared bus-bike and bike
bypass lane be evaluated

Concern about street widening/removal of sidewalks

Land use impacts/change in neighborhood character/ consistency with community and
specific plans/growth inducing impacts (Section 4.5, 6.4)

Waste of tax dollars

Describe requirements for federal funding/project funding questions (Chapter 1, 2)

Concerns regarding segmentation of the project

Describe impacts of/reasoning behind project alternatives (Chapter 5)

Impact to schools/churches/increased health risks to children (Section 6.5)

Impact of project on cyclists and use of bus lane should be evaluated

Increased risk to children, elderly, pedestrians, cyclists, pets, neighborhood;
health/safety concerns (Section 6.5)

Concern regarding impacts to property values

Concern regarding aesthetic impacts of project (Section 4.6)

Impacts to air quality, noise and vibration from more busses/busses running closer to
residents (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

More stress, noise, pollution, and speeding vehicles/reduced quality of life
(Sections 4.4)

Describe impacts to traffic at Pico/Olympic/Santa Monica/Sunset (Section 4.1)

Describe parking Impacts/loss of parking spaces (Section 4.1)

Concern regarding road degradation/recommend use of concrete bus lanes for less
maintenance

Concerns regarding Santa Monica and/or Beverly Hills not participating (Section XX)

Cut-through/neighborhood impacts/more gridlock (Section 4.1)

Project will increase accident rate

Project will create more traffic in neighborhood (Section 4.1)

Encourage mass transit/light rail/alternative modes of transportation
(Chapters 1, 2; Section 4.1)

Discuss availability and need for parking structures/park ride lots (Section 4.1)

Describe existing and anticipated bus operations such as increase in bus speeds/bus
use of auto lanes/speed enforcement measures/ number of buses/change in bus and
auto travel times (Section 4.1)

Discuss changes in data assumptions for bus delays/bus speeds/auto speeds in
Westwood since 2001 FEIR (Section 4.1)

Concern/more info regarding results of past trial bus runs/results of test
demonstrations

Less accessibility to businesses and homes/ reduced emergency access (Section 6.5)

Impact on automobile travel times/increased idling and congestion lead to more noise
and air quality problems (Sections 4.2, 4.4)

Discuss existing and anticipated ridership in each segment /compare bus ridership to
car usage (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1)

Concern regarding anticipated increase in bus ridership (Chapter 2.0; Section 4.1 )

WILSHIRE BRT PROJECT – SUMMARY MATRIX OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Other Comments
modifications to freeway ramps. Discuss
impact of project elements (signal priority
timing/re-striping/lane narrowing) on
access to I-405. Any modification to State
transportation facilities must be
coordinated with Caltrans.
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Monday, October 26, 2009 3:16 PM

Subject: FW: Dedicated Bus Lanes
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2009 8:26 AM
From: Jody Litvak <litvakj@metro.net>
To: Ginny Brideau ginny@therobertgroup.com, Christine Robert Chris@TheRobertGroup.com
Cc: Martha Butler butlerm@metro.net

Comment that came in on our e-mail box.

From: Harold L. Katz [mailto:hkatz@katzfram.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 5:58 PM
To: WilshireBRT
Cc: Susan Bursk; CenturyCityNews.com@me.com
Subject: FW: Dedicated Bus Lanes
I thought I had send this yesterday but I can’t find it in my sent box, so here it is
again.
To Elected Members, Appointed Members and Paid Staff of the MTA:
RE: Wiltshire Blvd. Dedicated Bus Lanes
As a opposed to writing this from scratch I'm going to share with you things I
have written beginning in 2004. In 2004 I wrote to all the Council Members,
the Mayor and Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky, I never received one response.
Several Council Members whom I spoke with requested that I send them
new copies of what I had written and again I was ignored. I have
concluded that anyone trying to respond to my questions and
comments would have to conclude that my conclusion is correct.
There is no other reason for my being ignored. I've written many letters to
elected officials and in all most all cases I receive a response, even if it is a
canned and meaningless response. Occasionally I receive personal
responses addressing the issues that I have written about. Only when
discussing the dedicated bus lanes have I been totally ignored.
The construction of Dedicated Bus Lanes on Wilshire Blvd., will result in the
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worst gridlock Los Angeles and especially the Westside has ever seen. The
following are abstracts from previous submissions in 2004, 2005, and 2007.
I challenge the MTA to respond to my questions and comments with specific
responses to each issue raised:
On April 27, 2007 I wrote the following:
With all due respect to the City Council Members and the
Supervisor, they have no idea as to the Gridlock they are going to cause,
and how many cars they are going to divert to neighborhood streets.
The article says that the dedicated bus lanes would offer fixes to east-west
traffic congestion. Quite the contrary is true. I know as my wife and I have
lived with the test dedicated bus lanes for several years, it seems a life time.
Official stats say that the busses reduced their travel time over the
one mile test run by 30 seconds, while cars were slowed by 2.8 minutes
each. Tell that to my wife who has sometimes spent over 30 minutes
traveling that one mile test area going East during evening peak-hours.
Also, while the city does not maintain statistics for accidents where
no injuries occur, let me assure the owners of the auto bump and paint
shops that their business is going to boom, while insurance costs are going
to sky rocket. If you want to know what is coming, go out and interview the
police motorcycle officers who have to deal with all the accidents
created by cars crossing through the bus lanes making right turns. I
once saw a Mercedes literally imprinted on the front of a bus, with its wheels
off the ground.
Here is a letter I wrote the Los Angeles Times on 11/7/05 for their
edification:
Editor Los Angeles Times 11/7/05:
Today your editorial endorsed the Express Bus Lanes along the entire
Wilshire corridor and I would assume other major transportation corridors.
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My office is located at the Eastern end of the experimental Bus Lane on
Wilshire, so I have some first hand observations to offer for your further
consideration. I appreciate that this letter will be too long to print, but I
would like to know that your editorial committee at least considered these
points:
1. How many accidents have occurred as a result of the test
lanes? I have witnessed what I believe to be an abnormal number.
2. How do the number of accidents compare to a similar period
before the test lanes were instituted?
3. Invite LAPD motorcycle officers to offer their evaluation of the
impact of the test lanes on traffic flow. They are the leading experts in the
field.
4. To the city’s benefit, but of questionable value to the ticketed
drivers, how many tickets were written during the test period, and how much
money was generated?
5. How many extra motorcycle police officers are going to have to
be permanently assigned to the entire length of Wilshire Blvd. in order to
protect the drivers who obey the law from those that do not? Even if tickets
written will fund their costs, where are they going to come from?
6. What does a car do that wants to enter a gas station, a 7/11, a
mall, a condo, etc. when there is a solid white lane in front of the driveway
entrance?
When the cars exit, they will have to cross the bus lane and
enter Wilshire via the 2nd lane. I do that almost every day when I leave my
office at 11620 Wilshire. See my next point.
7. During the rush hour, when an auto exits my office building, it
must now turn into the 2nd lane from the curb, instead of the first lane.
During rush hour this lane is usually backed up from the next street’s traffic
light at Federal. This causes the auto to enter the 2nd lane only partway,
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which leaves that car blocking the bus lane (it has happened to me
numerous times). This is going to block the bus lane until traffic in the 2nd
lane begins to move.
It also limits the number of cars making a right turn to one car
per traffic signal cycle. The traffic light cycle at Wilshire and Federal is well
over a minute, maybe two. Consider the impact along the entire Wilshire
Blvd. corridor and the high-rise buildings whose exiting tenants; visitors and
condo owners will be limited to one car per cycle during rush hour.
8.
I understand that the Department of Transportation opposes
the concept but will not step forward in deference to the MTA. Is this true?
9. Supervisor Yaroslavsky said, “everyone wins” with this
program. With all due respect to my friend Zev, he also successfully
sponsored a ballot proposition that forbid the use of transportation sales tax
revenue for the construction of a subway on Wilshire Blvd. Wilshire is the
heaviest traveled public transportation corridor west of the Mississippi if not
New York, with the highest density of jobs and residences.
As our population grows by millions over the next 20 years, the
only way to accommodate those that use public transportation on Wilshire
will be by subway. Of course if we started now, the subway would be
finished in 30 to 40 years, by which time our population will have increased
by even more millions.
We can never catch up, as we never plan ahead for a sufficient
number of years. As to the cost of a subway, the London subway was built
in the mid 1860's and is still going strong. Amortize a subways cost over
200 years and it is no longer that expensive in relations to its benefits.
10. Your editorial stated that slowing traffic while allowing
busses to drive faster would be a wonderful reason to get out of one’s
car and take a bus. I think you are wrong. You say that MTA says it
takes a car 19 minutes to go one mile and a bus makes it in seven minutes.
The 19 minutes can only apply when the Westside shuts down due to a
specific cause, it cannot be correct for a normal business day. My wife’s
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office is at 12300 Wilshire, at the beginning of the test bus lanes and she
usually drives to my office in less then 19 minutes, unless something has
happened somewhere that impacts Westside traffic..
The test improved bus time by 30 seconds, from 5 minutes to
4.5 minutes. However, auto traffic was slowed by 2.6 minutes. Extend that
out for a 10-mile trip and the bus rider will save 5 minutes and the
thousands of auto drivers will lose 26 minutes, probably more.
Imagine the domino effect on all the surrounding streets and the North
South streets. These are indeed Interesting results. Think of the elevated
blood pressure levels, the anger that will be taken home, and the anger that
may play out on the streets. I believe that I abstracted these results from
your newspaper several months ago, and it conflicts with your current quote
of the MTA.
11. I haven't even touched on the parking question.
I would like all these questions and comments addressed by those that are
in a position to know the answers. I am not interested in what worked in
Brazil, it isn't going to work here on Wilshire Blvd. and that is an
irrefutable fact.

Harold L. Katz, C.P.A., Citizen activists for 39 years on traffic and other subjects
11620 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 580
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Telephone: (310) 479-7889, Ext. 100
Fax: (310) 479-6388
Email: hkatz@katzfram.com <mailto:hkatz@katzfram.com>
www.katzfram.com <http://www.katzfram.com/>
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 12:19 PM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Monday, September 21, 2009 10:11 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: Miguel
lastName: Ojeda
organization: My Opinion Inc (totally made up)
emailAddress: Manuel2299@gmail.com
streetAddress:
city:
state:
zipCode:
91311
Date:
Monday, September 21, 2009
Time:
10:11:58 PM
comments:
although I do believe there should be a well planned out bus route on wilshire, I more so
believe the purple line should be extended to the ocean.
A well though out, well organized rail system supplemented by reliable, comfortable bus
service makes more sense.
People that have the option between a car and a bus will more than likely take a car because
of the reputations buses have in los angeles of being dirty, and their association with "lower
class" groups of people.
A big problem I have with buses is the fact that anywhere they run the road is wavy or bumpy
which is uncomfortable not only on the bus, but also shortens the life of the bus by increasing
vibration and making parts come loose. If there will be a lane for buses, make sure there is
proper re enforcement under the asphalt (cement should be used, it seems to last longer of
course not taking into account earthquakes)
I'm not apposed to the idea, but I'm also not all for it. adding buses to an already heavily
congested street and taking away a lane will only make matters worse.
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I am opposed to street cars in these types of situation because like buses they do add to the
traffic. UNLESS the design puts stations outside of any lane (sidewalk, curbside or
otherwise)
these are just random thoughts, i'm not even revising so dont judge.
I'm a 23 yo college student and very interested in transit design and planing.
good luck!
~Miguel
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 12:19 PM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2009 4:38 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: Zachary
lastName: Herries
organization:
emailAddress: hotziggity@gmail.com
streetAddress:
city:
state:
zipCode:
90020
Date:
Tuesday, September 22, 2009
Time:
04:38:23 PM
comments:
Hello there,
I'm wondering if there has been any progress made in regards to the Wilshire Bus Rapid
Transit Project. I remember in your meetings, that construction on this could start as soon as
summer 2009. I hope all is going well with this and that we can get this much needed
improvement under way. Please update me on what is going on with this project.
Thank you!
Zach Herries
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 12:20 PM

Subject: is the schedule for EIR community hearing out?
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 1:52 PM
From: Sunyoung Yang <Sun@thestrategycenter.org>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

Please let us know when the EIR community hearings get scheduled. We would like our
community members to attend and would like to notify them ahead of time. Thanks.
--Sunyoung Yang
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 12:18 PM

Subject: RE: Metro Wilshire BRT: Scoping Meetings
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2009 2:48 PM
From: Barbara Broide <bbroide@hotmail.com>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net
Cc: Collins, Gabriela GCollins@exporail.net, Litvak, Jody Feerst Litvakj@metro.net
Conversation: Metro Wilshire BRT: Scoping Meetings
I think it is unfortunate that these meetings are scheduled at the same time as EXPO meetings...
October 5 and 7 on the westside. The other two meetings are scheduled around the other EXPO
meeting on the 13th.... too many meetings in a short time for most along with the "regular"
meetings of HOA's and NC's. I would recommend that there be better coordination between the
various transit project meetings.
thanks.
From: Wilshirebrt@metro.net
To: bbroide@hotmail.com
Date: Thu, 24 Sep 2009 10:59:47 -0700
Subject: Metro Wilshire BRT: Scoping Meetings
PDA/HANDHELD DEVICES - TO VIEW WITH GRAPHICS CLICK HERE

Public Scoping Meetings
Metro, the City of Los Angeles, and Los Angeles County are considering the
feasibility of implementing a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project on Wilshire
Boulevard.This joint effort will be evaluated through the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Assessment (EIR/EA).
The EIR/EA, which will be prepared in compliance with State and Federal
environmental requirements, will examine the potential for dedicated curbside
bus lanes during the morning and evening rush hours along Wilshire
Boulevard, from just west of the I-110 freeway to the Santa Monica city line,
excluding the City of Beverly Hills.
These same three agencies began evaluating the proposed Wilshire BRT
Project in November 2008 as part of preparing an Initial Study/Environmental
Assessment (IS/EA).An EIR/EA is now being prepared as a consequence of
input received at several community meetings held along the corridor at that Page 1 of 3

input received at several community meetings held along the corridor at that
time, additional public input, and technical analyses that have been conducted.
Please join us at any of the four (4) scoping meetings to learn more about the
Proposed Project and Project Alternatives.These meetings will provide the
public the opportunity to comment on the project and any potential effects of
the project that should be considered in the Draft EIR/EA.The content
presented at these four meetings will be identical, so please make sure to
attend at the time and location most convenient for you.
Monday, October 5, 6:00 – 8 pm
Felicia Mahood Senior Center
11338 Santa Monica Bl
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Wednesday, October 7, 6:00 – 8 pm
Wilshire United Methodist Church
4350 Wilshire Bl
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Thursday, October 8, 6:00 – 8 pm
Westwood Presbyterian Church
10822 Wilshire Bl
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Tuesday, October 13, 6:00 – 8 pm
Good Samaritan Hospital, Moseley-Salvatori Conference Center
637 Lucas Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90017
All meeting locations are accessible by public transit.Please go to Metro.net to
plan your trip.Parking is also available.Garage parking at Good Samaritan is
not validated and costs $8.
For additional information or questions, please visit the Wilshire Bus Rapid
Transit EIR/EA website at metro.net/Wilshire.

This message was sent to bbroide@hotmail.com by:
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 Gateway Plaza, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 922-6000

This message was sent to bbroide@hotmail.com by:
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 Gateway Plaza, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 922-6000

This message was sent to bbroide@hotmail.com by:
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 Gateway Plaza, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 922-6000
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 12:17 PM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Friday, September 25, 2009 6:07 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: Nathan
lastName: Lothrop
organization: University of Arizona Graduate School of Planning
emailAddress: natelothrop@gmail.com
streetAddress:
city:
state:
zipCode:
Date:
Friday, September 25, 2009
Time:
06:07:45 PM
comments:
Hello,
I'm doing a research project on your Metro Rapid BRT system and would like to know when
this EIA on a scheduled dedicated lane will be completed.
Thank you very much,
Nathan Lothrop
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Dear Mr. Koretz:
As a resident of a building on the Wilshire Corridor, I am very concerned
and distressed by the proposal of changes to the street in front of my
home.
The thought that I will no longer have a "safe" lane to make the turn out
of my driveway to leave for work in the morning or that I will not be able
to ever turn left again into my own driveway is frightening to me. Both of
the bedrooms in our home are directly above Wilshire Blvd. This means the
sound of constant bus traffic is guaranteed. All of the windows of our
home are also on Wilshire Blvd. so the known carcinogens in the brake dust
are also a very real fear for me and my family.
I will be attending the meeting this evening in the hopes that alternative
ideas for the traffic problems in Los Angeles and Beverly Hills will be
offered.
I also noticed while on the Metro website, that Wilshire Blvd. in the City
of Beverly Hills is excluded from this project. There are several
conclusions that can be drawn from this. Please, Mr. Councilman, look out
for us the way someone is looking out for the residents of Beverly Hills.
Thank you.
RONNI COBERN-BASIS
Director, Talent Relations
Phone (310) 382-3450
Fax (310) 382-3484

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:54 AM

Subject: Wilshire BRT Comments
Date: Friday, October 2, 2009 6:59 PM
From: A. Manushkin <nocivilized@gmail.com>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

Just wanted to say a few things:
• Please update your Wilshire BRT website! It has no information about the meetings,
instead I found updates on LAist.com!
• I wholeheartedly support the BRT-but can you also add an update about what the City
of Beverly Hills plans to do about the project?
• I understand the original project was supposed to be 24 hours and to appease car
driving masses, that was cut down to peak hours. However, peak hour bus lanes aren't
going to make that much of an impact on long-term transit ridership. The occasional
transit rider who loves their work commute home on the 720 in the BRT lane isn't going
to become a dedicated rider 2 hours later when BRT is just another lane that cars can
also pass through and the 720's stuck in. Please extend the hours!!!!!
Thank you for your time!
Your frustrated, but loving, longterm transit rider,
Allison Mannos
Los Angeles, CA 90029
-Urban Programs Coordinator
Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition
634 S. Spring St. Ste. #821
Los Angeles, CA 90014
213-629-2142
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:28 AM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Sunday, October 4, 2009 5:23 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: Helene
lastName: Smookler
organization:
emailAddress: smookler@msn.com
streetAddress: 10445 Whilshre Blvd., #1604
city:
Los Angeles
state:
CA
zipCode:
90024
Date:
Sunday, October 04, 2009
Time:
05:23:54 PM
comments:
Please let me know when Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit EA is available.
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:29 AM

Subject: FW: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2009 2:06 PM
From: Litvak, Jody Feerst <Litvakj@metro.net>
To: 'Christine Robert' Chris@TheRobertGroup.com, Ginny Brideau ginny@therobertgroup.com

From: Webmaster
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 5:43 PM
To: WilshireBRT
Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Project Study

firstName: John
lastName: Olchak
organization: NBC Universal
emailAddress: john.olchak@gmail.com
streetAddress: 1221 Amherst Ave #9
city:
Los Angeles
state:
CA
zipCode:
90025
Date:
Monday, October 05, 2009
Time:
05:43:14 PM
comments:
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:31 AM

Subject: Support for Wilshire BRT
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2009 4:41 PM
From: John H. Welborne <john@welborne.net>
Reply-To: "john@welborne.net" <john@welborne.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net
Cc: 'Tom LaBonge' Tom.LaBonge@lacity.org
Dear Metro:
Attached are two 2007 letters from the Wilshire Homeowners' Alliance (WHA).
They show SUPPORT for a bus improvement project. They originally were
submitted in connection with the Westside Extension study, but the WHA
comments remain relevant examples of Mid-Wilshire area SUPPORT for the
Wilshire BRT Project.
Also, as a number of us have said in Metro meetings over recent years -- in
SUPPORT of dedicated curbside bus lanes in the Park Mile portion of Wilshire
Boulevard (Wilton to Highland):
1. There is no better place along Wilshire for BRT dedicated lanes because
-- with the Park Mile's ban on retail and its requirement for off-street
parking in Park Mile buildings -- there is no need for curbside street
parking on Wilshire. We therefore urge the building of the useful Rapid Bus
lanes. (And, in other parts of Wilshire, we know that it would be a public
benefit to build off-street parking that would be available at all times . .
. to facilitate the use of the curb lanes for rapid buses.)
2. Using available Federal money for these lanes means that Wilshire
Boulevard, badly in need of repair, can be rebuilt in our neighborhoods. (We
hope that the curb lanes will become long-lasting CONCRETE, like some Old
Windsor Square streets, instead of softer asphalt.)
3. Improved and faster Bus Rapid Transit will benefit our communities during
the years while subway construction is underway.
There are more reasons, as you know, but the preceding three are pretty good
ones!
John H. Welborne
Windsor Square
Vice President for Planning and Land Use
Windsor Square Association
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:43 AM

Subject: Comments re BRT
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 10:45 PM
From: JReichmann <jreichmann@sbcglobal.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

COMSTOCK	
  HILLS	
  HOMEOWNERS	
  ASSOCIATION
1429	
  Comstock	
  Avenue	
  	
  	
  Los	
  Angeles,	
  Ca.	
  90024
jreichmann@comstockhills.com
	
  
RE:	
  	
  NOP	
  of	
  EIR	
  	
  	
  Project:	
  Wilshire	
  Bus	
  Rapid	
  Transit	
  (BRT)	
  Project
Date:	
  	
  October	
  8,	
  2009
COMMENTS	
  REGARDING	
  THE	
  WILSHIRE	
  BUS	
  RAPID	
  TRANSIT	
  PROJECT	
  
(BRT)
From:	
  	
  Jan	
  Reichmann,	
  President	
  of	
  Comstock	
  Hills	
  Homeowners	
  
AssociaMon
In	
  1957,	
  the	
  League	
  of	
  Women	
  Voters	
  concluded	
  that	
  buses	
  were	
  not	
  the	
  
answer
to	
  a	
  growing	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  populaMon	
  and	
  that	
  a	
  rapid	
  transit	
  system	
  
should	
  be	
  started	
  immediately.	
  Over	
  50	
  years	
  later,	
  we	
  are	
  sMll	
  trying	
  to	
  
make	
  something	
  work	
  while	
  most	
  other	
  large	
  ciMes	
  in	
  the	
  world	
  have	
  
what	
  we	
  should	
  have	
  built.
The	
  BRT,	
  as	
  it	
  relates	
  to	
  our	
  neighborhood	
  just	
  south	
  of	
  Wilshire,	
  would	
  
be	
  a	
  disaster	
  waiMng	
  to	
  happen.
The	
  WILSHIRE	
  CORRIDOR,	
  running	
  from	
  Westwood	
  Blvd	
  to	
  Comstock,	
  
currently	
  moves	
  beVer	
  than	
  most	
  of	
  Wilshire.	
  	
  	
  If	
  the	
  BRT	
  is	
  allowed	
  to	
  
happen	
  in	
  that	
  short	
  stretch,	
  the	
  EIR	
  must	
  address	
  the	
  following:
1. SAFETY	
  FOR	
  PEDESTRIANS	
  AND	
  CYCLISTS.	
  	
  Many	
  residents	
  cross	
  at	
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the	
  corner	
  of	
  Comstock	
  and	
  Wilshire	
  to	
  walk	
  to	
  the	
  heavily	
  used	
  Holmby	
  
Park.
Buses	
  currently	
  speed	
  when	
  the	
  lane	
  is	
  open	
  on	
  either	
  side	
  of	
  Wilshire.
Cyclists	
  will	
  be	
  in	
  danger	
  if	
  they	
  try	
  to	
  join	
  in	
  a	
  bus	
  lane	
  with	
  speeding	
  
buses.
2. BACK	
  UPS	
  FROM	
  THE	
  LIGHT	
  AT	
  WILSHIRE	
  AT	
  THE	
  Bev.	
  Hilton	
  in	
  Bev.	
  
Hills.
During	
  rush	
  hour	
  there	
  is	
  already	
  back	
  up	
  traﬃc.	
  	
  With	
  the	
  removal	
  of	
  
vehicle	
  traﬃc	
  from	
  two	
  lanes,	
  car	
  back	
  up	
  creates	
  increased	
  fumes	
  while	
  
waiMng	
  for	
  traﬃc	
  to	
  move.
3. The	
  WILSHIRE	
  CORRIDOR,	
  UNLIKE	
  OTHERS,	
  IS	
  ALMOST	
  ALL	
  
RESIDENTIAL.
4. GeWng	
  out	
  of	
  the	
  local	
  streets	
  onto	
  Wilshire	
  will	
  be	
  a	
  challenge	
  as	
  
cars	
  currently	
  back	
  up	
  on	
  Comstock	
  and	
  Club	
  View,	
  waiMng	
  to	
  enter	
  
Wilshire.
5. Access	
  to	
  condos	
  and	
  apartments	
  will	
  be	
  impossible	
  during	
  rush	
  
hour	
  with	
  no	
  access	
  for	
  service	
  vehicles.	
  	
  Belmont	
  Assisted	
  Living	
  facility	
  
will	
  have	
  curtailed	
  access	
  which	
  could	
  create	
  life	
  threatening	
  Mme	
  delays	
  
for	
  emergency	
  vehicles.
6. PRE-‐SCHOOL	
  FACILITIES	
  AT	
  TWO	
  CHURCHES	
  WILL	
  HAVE	
  PROBLEMS	
  
WITH	
  DROP	
  OFF	
  AND	
  PICK	
  UP	
  OF	
  SMALL	
  CHILDREN.
7. BUSIEST	
  INTERSECTIONS	
  WILL	
  BECOME	
  EVEN	
  MORE	
  DANGEROUS	
  
WHEN	
  BUSES	
  SPEED	
  IN	
  THEIR	
  OWN	
  LANES.	
  	
  THEY	
  SPEED	
  BEYOND	
  THE	
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LIMIT	
  NOW!
8. AN	
  EIR	
  MUST	
  FACTOR	
  IN	
  THE	
  FUTURE	
  DEVELOPMENTS	
  THAT	
  HAVE	
  
BEEN	
  APPROVED.	
  	
  Increased	
  traﬃc	
  is	
  already	
  projected	
  in	
  traﬃc	
  studies.	
  	
  
Level	
  of	
  service	
  for	
  traﬃc	
  on	
  Beverly	
  Glen	
  will	
  be	
  at	
  its	
  lowest.	
  	
  Vehicles	
  
trying	
  to	
  bypass	
  each	
  other	
  as	
  lanes	
  are	
  removed	
  will	
  surely	
  be	
  a	
  safety	
  
hazard.
9. CONSIDER	
  THIS	
  RECOMMENDATION.	
  	
  AS	
  PER	
  YOUR	
  2001	
  EIR	
  
EXECUTIVE	
  SUMMARY:	
  EXEMPT	
  THIS	
  RESIDENTIAL	
  CORRIDOR	
  FROM	
  
THE	
  BRT.
	
  
Jan	
  Reichmann,	
  President
Comstock	
  Hills	
  Homeowners	
  AssociaMon
310.277.5139
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:54 AM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Friday, October 16, 2009 2:54 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: jean
lastName: Bushnell
organization: Comstock Hills HOA
emailAddress: jeanbush@aol.com
streetAddress: 10348 Eastborne Ave
city:
Los Angeles
state:
CA
zipCode:
90024
Date:
Friday, October 16, 2009
Time:
02:54:49 PM
comments:
We attended the 10/06 open house and have many concerns about the Wilshire busway
project.
1. Reducing vehicle traffic during rush hours by removing traffic lanes for bus only will
potentially cause major backups between Beverly Glen and Bev. Hills,especially at
Comstock,much of which traffic could overflow into our community and overrun our
residential streets as motorists look for ways to avoid the blockage.
2. If jutouts are removed what will happen to the mature trees that line the blvd? The
buslanes will be almost on top of the sidewalks with little room for pedestrians to feel safe
(and be safe).
3. Will buses be restricted to safe speeds? The Metro Rapid buses fly down Wilshire when
their lanes are clear. Who will enforce bus speeds for safety?
4. Bikers sharing the lanes with buses?? Yikes, the danger here. Also, right turn vehicles are
allowed in the same lane as the fast moving buses. A dangerous proposition for all.
5. Will buses be allowed to move out of the restricted lanes into the remaining traffic lanes to
overtake slower local buses, right turning vehicles, and bikers before returning to the
restricted bus lanes? At what speed?
6. Where will those who now park on Wilshire find parking when the lanes are restricted? We
are a permit parking area and will not give up our streets to become a parking lot. Due to our
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location we have already been through that scenario and do not want to have it happen
again.
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:53 AM

Subject: Wilshire bus lane
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 3:16 PM
From: tntlinda <tntlinda@bhms.org>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

I am opposed to restricted bus lane in Westwood. It did not work in Brentwood and who
thinks it will work in Westwood?
We already are much too crowded on the street and if we should be behind a bus, we have to
wait for passengers to load and unload. I both drive and use the 720 bus and think this idea
is a very bad one. The increase in the drive time will be awful and the cut through traffic will
be equally as bad. There is nothing to be gained for the community and the cars that pass
through on Wilshire corridor, if this proposal is adopted. Please consider the drivers and the
residents of the area.
Linda Kaufman
1424 Warnall Ave.
LA 90024
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:50 AM

Subject: Wilshire Bus Lane
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 6:53 PM
From: Robert Scott <rescott007@alum.mit.edu>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net
Cc: Joe/Jan Reichmann JReichmann@SBCGlobal.net, Charles Edelsohn edelsohn@radsar.com
I think the proposed bus lane is the result of someone's narrowly
focussed "bright idea" without serious thought about the consequences,
which would be major congestion and dangerous traffic flows. This
would be true especially between the LA Country Club and Westwood
Village.
Please get rid of this awful idea as soon as possible and get on with
something useful.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Scott
1552 Ensley Ave.
Los Angeles 90024
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:44 AM

Subject: Dedicated Bus Lane in westwood
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 8:28 PM
From: ss03ss05@aol.com <ss03ss05@aol.com>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I cannot attend our neighborhood meeting about the proposed bus lane, but I wanted to let
you know that I am opposed to it. It makes absolutely no sense since I understand the City of
Beverly Hills will not allow a dedicated lane. More importantly, my neighborhood already has
so much cut through commuter traffic that does not obey stop signs and speeds through our
neighborhood. It is a safety concern for all of us, but particularly children, elderly and pets. I
simply don't see what this will add for the short distance between Comstock and the 405
freeway. Please consider more realistic methods of reducing traffic in Westwood. We are
already overwhelmed with cars, noise and exhaust. A dedicated bus lane is merely a very
small bandaid on a very serious traffic problem.
Thank you,
Sally Suchil
Ensley Avenue
Los Angeles 90024
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 10:40 AM

Subject: BRT
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2009 7:36 PM
From: SG19525@aol.com <SG19525@aol.com>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

To whom it may concern:
Being a New York I fully understand the need for a more
comprehensive transit system. Dedicating bus lanes on Wilshire
from Comstock to Westwood does not seem like an improvement
but rather will create more congestion to our already congested
neighborhood.
We need additional bus lanes that will run from downtown to
Santa Monica.
the compost team
Sonia (Sam) R. Solbes-Goldstein
1521 Club View Drive
Los Angeles, Ca. 90024
Cell: 818-807-3224
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Wednesday, October 21, 2009 11:52 AM

Subject: I have a question about the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project Study
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:04 PM
From: Webmaster <RSC_Webmaster@metro.net>
To: WilshireBRT WilshireBRT@metro.net

firstName: Ira
lastName: Cohen
organization: Comstock Home Owners Association
emailAddress: ira@irapatco.com
streetAddress: 1506 Club View Drive
city:
Los Angeles
state:
CA
zipCode:
90024
Date:
Thursday, October 08, 2009
Time:
09:04:46 PM
comments:
We were at the meeting tonight. I have a couple of questions.
* You state that the cost will be $31.5 Million. After looking at the cost overruns on the Santa
Monica Blvd. project how can you be sure of this cost?
* If the bus lanes are approved, will therebe more buses running or just the same number of
buses running faster?
* How can you be sure that the ridership will increase? Very few of the riders are residents of
the West Side. Most, I believe are workers coming to the west side to work.
* That probably guarantees that you will not reduce the number of autos on this artery.
* As mentioned tonight, the best answer is a subway.
Thanks for listening.
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